
Bottle Cleanser

NOW
EVEN MORE
EFFECTIVE

RESIDUES,hardon

Baby.gentle on your



No fragrance. No colourants. 
No traces of food or bottle cleanser 
left behind.

Safe for babies

With the power of enzymes, the NUK Bottle 
Cleanser has no problem cleaning away 
milk, juice and even stubborn purée residue. 
Thank you, dear enzymes!

Naturally effective 

Really quite green: biodegradable thanks to 
the natural ingredients and sustainable thanks 
to the bottle made of recycled plastic.

Environmentally friendly

Our NUK Bottle Cleanser has always 
been great on milk and juice, but 
now even purée  residue has to start 
trembling...

Improved formula 

Obvious, isn’t it... 

A bottle cleanser from NUK? Naturally! Because we know 
what parents need, we have developed the NUK Bottle 
 Cleanser that cleans eff ectively and is completely safe for 
your child. After washing up, everything is clean and there 
are no traces of bottle cleanser. The NUK Bottle Cleanser will 
win you over with no fragrance. With no colorants. But with a 
whole lot of “performance”. PH-skin-neutral and hypoallerge-
nic. Because we rely on the strength of nature. With enzymes 
that are particularly eff ective at dissolving milk, juice and, 
thanks to the new formula, even purée residue.

THE ENZYMES Do THE
         WASHING-UP HERE.

Stubborn 
residues stick 
to the body 
of the bottle.

➊
The enzymes start 
to work…

➋

... and break 
them up.

➌
The residues and 
NUK Bottle  Cleanser 
are rinsed away 
completely.

➍
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Our NUK Bottle Cleanser has always 
been great on milk and juice, but 
now even purée  residue has to start 
trembling...

Improved formula 

The NUK Bottle Cleanser was developed 
especially for baby bottles and teats, 
making it particularly gentle to the 
materials they are made from.

Gentle to bottles 

The NUK Bottle Cleanser is 
pH skin neutral and hypoallergenic. 
Dermatologically tested. 
Feels good!

Well tolerated 

Pretty clever: the NUK Bottle 
Cleanser’s bottle is made of 
recycled PET and can be reused 
with the refi ll pack. 

100% RECYCLED 

BIO Enzyme
Complex
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MAPA GmbH · Industriestr. 21–25 · 27404 Zeven, Germany
www.nuk.com

Discover more at NUK.com

Did you know? 
Many of the NUK baby bottles come 
with the NUK Temperature Control 
function. If the food is too hot, the 
normally blue indicator will turn white.

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL


